Automatic washing machine

Robottina
2000

Motorized version
with Inverter

Pneumatic Version

The Robottina 2000 is an efficient completely automatic unit for cleaning all
turntables, conveyor belts or other moving systems .
It is available in both motorised ve rsion with inverter and pneumatic version .
The electric version includ es inve rte r motor control and proximity sensors to re gulate trave l .
The pneumatic version operates by compressed air and, thanks
to the absence of electrical parts, is extremely reliable and
safe in all places where electricity cannot be used .
To operate, just connect the washing head to a medium pressure water pumping system .
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The Robottina 2000 can be quickly installed directly on the head of
the turntable structure where it cleans the belt surface with surgical
precision, relieving the operator of often repetitive, timetaking and
tedious operations .
The carriage assembly carrying the washing nozzles runs at a speed of more
than 1 m/s, exerting a truly remarkable cleaning effect on the dirty surface, with
very low water consumption compared to classical fixed bar systems which use
many nozzles with exaggerated water consumption .
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15

Motorized Version
with inverter

Pneumatic Version

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATION

MODELL

WASHABLE
AREA (mm)

SCROLL SPEED

POWER
(W)

VOLTAGE
(Volt)

WEIGH
T
(Kg)

DIMENSIONS
LxHxP
(mm)

85300

Motorized

1000

Regolabile

220

230

30

1300 x 300 x 470

85100

Pneumatic

1000

Regolabile

-

-

30

1300 x 300 x 470

CODE

TECHNICAL DETAILS (Electric version)












Low voltage controls.
Cleaning of any tape widths up to 100 cm (different widths on demand)
Electric motor 230 volt with low consumption (only 120 watt)
IP65 Watertight electric control
Adjustable scroll sepeed .
Extremely smooth and quite operation
Stainless steel hold bracket
N. 01 nozzle to assure the maximun clean without operators
Possibility to use more additional nozzles or rotating nozzles (Optional)
Control Inverter inserito on the electric control panel to adjust the scroll speed
Connection by s/s quick coupling for any h.p. or medium pressure hose

TECHNICAL DETAILS (Compressed air version)










Cleaning of any tape widths up to 100 cm (different widths on demand)
Compressed air moving sistem
Adjustable scroll speed
Extremely smooth and quite operation
Stainless steel hold bracket
N. 01 nozzle to assure the maximun clean without operators
Possibility to use more additional nozzles or rotating nozzles (Optional)
Connection by s/s quick coupling for any h.p. or medium pressure hose
Easy adjustment of the stroke by pneumatic switch.
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Optional accessories

15
S/s protection cover
Cod . 33816

S/s support
Cod . xxxxx

Motorized Version with inverter
s/s protection cover and support
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